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ELEMENTARY p-ADIC LIE GROUPS HAVE FINITE

CONSTRUCTION RANK

HELGE GLÖCKNER

(Communicated by Lev Borisov)

Abstract. The class of elementary totally disconnected groups is the smallest
class of totally disconnected, locally compact, second countable groups which
contains all discrete countable groups, all metrizable pro-finite groups, and is
closed under extensions and countable ascending unions. To each elementary
group G, a (possibly infinite) ordinal number rk(G) can be associated, its

construction rank. By a structure theorem of Phillip Wesolek, elementary
p-adic Lie groups are among the basic building blocks for general σ-compact
p-adic Lie groups. We characterize elementary p-adic Lie groups in terms of the
subquotients needed to describe them. The characterization implies that every
elementary p-adic Lie group has finite construction rank. Structure theorems
concerning general p-adic Lie groups are also obtained.

1. Introduction and statement of the main results

By a theorem of Ph. Wesolek, every σ-compact p-adic Lie group G admits a
series

{1}�A1 �A2 �G

of closed subgroups such that G/A2 is finite, A2/A1 is a finite direct product of
non-discrete, compactly generated, topologically simple p-adic Lie groups, and A1

is elementary (see [13, Corollary 1.5]). In this sense, elementary p-adic Lie groups
are among the basic building blocks for general σ-compact p-adic Lie groups. It is
therefore desirable to improve the understanding of such groups.

We recall the notion of construction rank of an elementary group from [12, 3.1].

Definition 1.1. Let E0 be the class of all topological groups which are countable
and discrete or metrizable and pro-finite. If λ > 0 is an ordinal number and Eμ
has been defined for all μ < λ, set Eλ :=

⋃
μ<λ Eμ if λ is a limit ordinal. If λ has a

precursor μ, let Eλ be the class of all topological groups such that

(a) G has a closed normal subgroup N such that N ∈ Eμ and G/N ∈ E0, or
(b) G =

⋃
n∈N

Vn for open subgroups Vn ⊆ G such that Vn ∈ Eμ for all n ∈ N.

The construction rank rk(G) of an elementary group G is defined as the minimum
ordinal λ such that G ∈ Eλ.
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1.2. If G is a topological group and N � G a closed normal subgroup such that
both N and G/N are elementary, then also G is elementary, with

(1.1) rk(G) ≤ rk(N) + rk(G/N) + 1

(see [12, Proposition 3.5]), using addition of ordinals.

Given a prime number p, let Qp be the field of p-adic numbers and Zp be the ring
of p-adic integers. The p-adic Lie groups we consider are finite-dimensional analytic
p-adic Lie groups as in [10]. We call a p-adic Lie group G linear if it admits an
injective continuous homomorphism G → GLn(Qp) for some n. But linearity will
not be assumed unless the contrary is stated. If G is a p-adic Lie group, we write
L(G) := T1(G) for its Lie algebra (the tangent space at the identity element 1 ∈ G).
As usual, AdG : G → Aut(L(G)) is the adjoint representation, with kernel kerAdG.

Definition 1.3. We say that a topological group G is nearly simple if every closed
subnormal subgroup of G is open or discrete.

Definition 1.4. We say that a p-adic Lie group G is extraordinary if G is nearly
simple, G = kerAdG (whence L(G) is abelian), but the commutator group S′ is
non-discrete for each open subnormal subgroup S ⊆ G.

If G is extraordinary, then G is non-discrete and non-abelian, in particular.
Moreover, G is not compactly generated (see Proposition 3.5).

The author does not know whether extraordinary p-adic Lie groups exist (Re-
mark 4.2). Linear Lie groups cannot be extraordinary (Remark 4.4).

Since discrete groups need not admit composition series, also p-adic Lie groups
need not admit composition series (in terms of closed subnormal subgroups). Yet,
they admit series with nearly simple subquotients (Proposition 3.2). Our first main
result is a structure theorem for general p-adic Lie groups, which describes the
nearly simple subquotients needed to build up such groups.

Theorem 1.5. For every p-adic Lie group G, there exists a series

(1.2) G = G0 �G1 � · · ·�Gn = {1}
of closed subgroups of G such that each of the subquotients Qj := Gj−1/Gj for
j ∈ {1, . . . , n} has one of the following mutually exclusive properties:

(a) Qj is discrete;
(b) Qj

∼= Zp;
(c) Qj is extraordinary;
(d) Qj is isomorphic to a compact open subgroup of Aut(s) for a simple p-adic

Lie algebra s; or
(e) Qj is topologically simple, compactly generated, non-discrete, and isomor-

phic to an open subgroup of Aut(s) for a simple p-adic Lie algebra s.

A σ-compact p-adic Lie group G is elementary if and only if no Qj satisfies (e).

The preceding characterization implies that:

Theorem 1.6. Every elementary p-adic Lie group has finite construction rank.

Remark 1.7. If G is σ-compact, then each Qj is σ-compact in Theorem 1.5.

Remark 1.8. The proof shows that every series (1.2) of closed subgroups can be
refined to a series as in Theorem 1.5.
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Remark 1.9. With regard to Theorem 1.5 (d), we mention that, by a theorem of
Chevalley, Aut(s) is an adjoint Qp-simple Qp-algebraic group (but not necessarily
isotropic) for every simple p-adic Lie algebra s.

Remark 1.10. All of the p-adic Lie groups Qj in Theorem 1.5 (e) are of adjoint sim-
ple type, i.e., isomorphic to H(Qp)

† for an adjoint Qp-simple isotropic Qp-algebraic
group H (by [13, Theorem 4.8]).

The next structure theorem (and a sketch of the proof) was suggested by the
referee.

Theorem 1.11. Let G be a p-adic Lie group, g be its Lie algebra and r := rad(g)
be its radical. Let K := kerAdG be the kernel of the adjoint representation of G
and R be the kernel of the representation of G on s := g/r induced by AdG. Then
K and R are closed, topologically characteristic subgroups of G with K ≤ R, and
the following hold:

(a) K has an abelian open subgroup A. In particular, if K is σ-compact, then K
is elementary of construction rank rk(K) ≤ 2.

(b) R is the largest closed normal subgroup of G whose Lie algebra is r. In
particular, R has an open soluble subgroup.

Moreover, there is a closed, topologically characteristic subgroup R0 of G
with K ≤ R0 ≤ R such that R0/K is soluble and R0 is open in R. In
particular, R/K is soluble-by-discrete, and if R is σ-compact, then it is
elementary of construction rank rk(R) ≤ 2� + 3, where � is the derived
length of R0/K.

(c) The quotient G/R has an open, topologically characteristic subgroup O/R
of finite index that splits as a direct product of the form S1 × · · · ×Sd, such
that the Lie algebra si of the factor Si is a simple factor of the semisimple
Lie algebra s. Moreover each Si is either compact or compactly generated,
topologically simple and of adjoint simple type.

(d) If G is σ-compact, then G is elementary if and only if G/R is compact, in
which case rk(G) ≤ 2�+ 4.

Thus
G�O �R�R0 �K ≥ A.

In particular, Theorem 1.11 enables series as in (1.2) to be chosen such that
all compactly generated, topologically simple subquotients (which are among the
subquotients of O/R) appear above the extraordinary ones (which can only appear
as subquotients of K).

2. Terminology, notation and basic facts

We set N := {1, 2, . . .} and N0 := N ∪ {0}. If G is a group, we write G′ for its
commutator group and G(n) := (G(n−1))′ for the terms of the derived series, with
G(0) := G. We write Aut(g) for the group of automorphisms of a Lie algebra g,
and define ad(x) : g → g, y 	→ [x, y] for x ∈ g. An automorphism of a topological
group G is a group automorphism which is a homeomorphism. We let Aut(G) be
the group of all automorphisms of the topological group G and we write Inn(G) :=
{Ig : g ∈ G} for the group of all inner automorphisms Ig : G → G, x 	→ gxg−1.
We recall the adjoint representation: If G is a p-adic Lie group and g ∈ G, then
AdG(g) := L(Ig) := T1(Ig) is the Lie algebra automorphism associated to the inner
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automorphism Ig (the tangent map of Ig at 1). Then AdG : G → Aut(L(G)) is
continuous and L(AdG)(x) = ad(x) for each x ∈ L(G) (see [3]). Thus ad(x) = 0
for all x ∈ L(G) and thus L(G) is abelian whenever AdG(g) = idL(G) for all g ∈ G
(e.g., if G is extraordinary). If G is understood, we also write Adg := AdG(g) for
g ∈ G. As usual, a topological group G is called compactly generated if it has a
compact generating set. It is called topologically simple if G 
= {1} and G does not
have closed normal subgroups other than {1} and G. A subgroup H ⊆ G is called
topologically characteristic if α(H) = H for each automorphism α of the topological
group G, while H is called characteristic if α(H) = H for each automorphism α of
G as an abstract group.

As usual, the radical rad(g) of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra g is its largest
soluble ideal. The following ad hoc notion of a radical of a group (stimulated by
[5]) is a useful device for our discussions (although it may be of limited interest
elsewhere; cf. Remark 2.6).

Definition 2.1. The radical Rad(G) of a group G is defined as the union of all
normal, soluble subgroups of G.

By a totally disconnected local field, we mean a totally disconnected, locally
compact, non-discrete topological field K (e.g., K = Qp). We shall use a fact which
is immediate from classical work by H. Bass:

Lemma 2.2. Let K be a totally disconnected local field, O ⊆ K be the maximal
compact subring, n ∈ N and G ⊆ GLn(K) be a subgroup satisfying (a) and (b):

(a) Every g ∈ G generates a relatively compact subgroup of GLn(K).
(b) If V ⊆ Kn is a G-invariant vector subspace, then V = Kn or V = {0}.

Then there exists x ∈ GLn(K) such that xGx−1 ⊆ GLn(O).

Proof. Let tr : Mn(K) → K be the trace on the algebra of n × n-matrices, and |.|
be an ultrametric absolute value on K defining its topology. For each g ∈ G, the
subgroup K := 〈g〉 of GLn(K) is compact by hypothesis. Hence K is conjugate to
a subgroup of GLn(O) (see Theorem 1 in Appendix 1 to [10, Part II, Chapter IV]),
say xKx−1 ⊆ GLn(O). As a consequence, | tr(g)| = | tr(xgx−1)| ≤ 1. Thus tr(G)
is bounded, whence G is relatively compact by [1, Corollary 1.3 (c)]. Therefore G
is conjugate to a subgroup of GLn(O) (using [10] again). �

Lemma 2.3. For every p-adic Lie group G, its radical Rad(G) is a closed, char-
acteristic subgroup of G whose Lie algebra L(Rad(G)) is contained in the radical
rad(g) of the Lie algebra g := L(G). Moreover, G has a soluble closed normal
subgroup N which is open in Rad(G).

Proof. Since G is Hausdorff, the closure N is a soluble normal subgroup of G for
each soluble normal subgroup N of G (see [3, Chapter 3, §9, no. 1, Corollary 1]).
Therefore R(G) is the union of all soluble, normal, closed subgroups of G. If
N1 and N2 are soluble, closed normal subgroups of G, then N1N2 is soluble as
N1N2/N2

∼= N1/(N1 ∩N2) and N2 are soluble. Hence also N1N2 is soluble (as just
recalled). The set S of soluble, closed normal subgroups of G is therefore directed
under inclusion. Since every p-adic Lie group has a compact, open subgroup U
which satisfies an ascending chain condition on closed subgroups, N ∩ U must
become stationary, showing that U ∩

⋃
N∈S N is closed. Being locally closed by

the preceding, the subgroup Rad(G) :=
⋃

N∈S N of G is closed. It is immediate
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from the definition that Rad(G) is characteristic. If we choose N ∈ S such that
U ∩Rad(G) = U ∩N , then N is open in Rad(G). Hence L(Rad(G)) = L(N), which
is a soluble ideal (and hence contained in rad(g)) as N is normal and soluble (cf.
[3, Chapter III, §9, no. 2, Proposition 3]). �

We also need a variant of [5, Lemma 6.4].1

Lemma 2.4. Let G be a linear p-adic Lie group. Then the radical Rad(G) is soluble
and its Lie algebra L(Rad(G)) coincides with the radical rad(g) of g := L(G).

Proof. We may assume that G ⊆ GLn(Qp) for some n (such that the Lie group
topology on G is finer than the induced topology). Using the next lemma, we
can copy the proof of [5, Lemma 6.4] to see that L(Rad(G)) = rad(g). For every
soluble closed normal subgroup N ⊆ G, the closure N in GLn(Qp) is normal in G

and soluble. Hence Rad(G) ⊆ Rad(G). Since Rad(G) is soluble (see [5, p. 220]), we
deduce that also Rad(G) is soluble. �
Lemma 2.5. Let K be an infinite field, n ∈ N and G ⊆ GLn(K) be a subgroup,
endowed with a topology making it a topological group 2 which has an open subgroup
which is soluble (resp., nilpotent). Then G has an open normal subgroup which is
soluble (resp., nilpotent).

Proof. We can copy the proof of [5, Lemma 6.1]. �
Remark 2.6. As we do not restrict our attention to p-adic Lie groups which are
linear, we have to face certain difficulties:

(a) The radical Rad(G) of a p-adic Lie group (in the ad hoc sense of Defini-
tion 2.1) need not be soluble. For example, for each n ∈ N we can choose a
soluble group Hn with (Hn)

(n) 
= {1} and define G as the group
⊕

n∈N
Hn

of all (hn)n∈N ∈
∏

n∈N
Hn such that hn = 1 for all but finitely many n

(endowed with the discrete topology).
(b) If G has a closed normal subgroup N such that Rad(N) is not soluble, then

it is not clear whether Rad(N) ≤ Rad(G).
(c) If Rad(G) is not soluble, then it is not clear if G/Rad(G) has trivial radical.
(d) If G is not linear, then L(Rad(G)) need not coincide with the radical of

L(G). See [7, Theorem] for an example with abelian Lie algebra L(G) 
= {0}
but Rad(G) = {1}.

In the case of a p-adic Lie group G, the closed subgroup R�G from Theorem 1.11
may be a further-reaching notion of radical.

2.7. The class of elementary totally disconnected groups has the following perma-
nence properties: Closed subgroups of elementary groups and Hausdorff quotients
of elementary groups are elementary [12, Theorem 3.18].

3. Structural results on p-adic Lie groups

In this section, we provide auxiliary results on p-adic Lie groups which will help
us to prove the main theorems.

Definition 3.1. We say that a topological group G is nearly simple if every closed
subnormal subgroup S ⊆ G is open in G or discrete.

1The lemma in [5] only tackles p-adic Lie groups that are closed subgroups of GLn(Qp).
2The proof only uses that all inner automorphisms of G are continuous.
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In this section, we prove four propositions. The first one provides series which
can later be refined further to obtain Theorems 1.5 and 1.6.

Proposition 3.2. Every p-adic Lie group G admits a series

G = G0 �G1 � · · ·�Gn = {1}
of closed subgroups Gj such that Gj−1/Gj is nearly simple for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

The second proposition provides information on nearly simple groups.

Proposition 3.3. Let G be a p-adic Lie group, with Lie algebra g := L(G). If G
is nearly simple, then exactly one of the following cases occurs:

(a) G is discrete;
(b) dim(G) = 1 and G has an open subnormal subgroup W such that W/D ∼= Zp

for some discrete normal subgroup D ⊆ W ;
(c) G has an open normal subgroup which is extraordinary;
(d) the Lie algebra g is simple and AdG : G → Aut(g) has discrete kernel. In

this case, Q := G/ kerAdG is a nearly simple group such that each closed,
non-trivial subnormal subgroup of Q is open in Q and AdQ : Q → Aut(g)
is injective.

Further information on the groups Q from part (d) of Proposition 3.3 is provided
by the next proposition.

Proposition 3.4. Let G be a p-adic Lie group with simple Lie algebra g := L(G).
If AdG : G → Aut(g) is injective, then exactly one of the cases (a) or (b) occurs:

(a) G is isomorphic to a compact open subgroup in Aut(g);
(b) G has an open, topologically characteristic, non-compact subgroup M which

is topologically simple, non-discrete, and compactly generated.

If, moreover, G is elementary, then (a) holds.

The next proposition provides vital information on extraordinary groups.

Proposition 3.5. Let G be an extraordinary p-adic Lie group. Then G =
⋃

n∈N
Gn

with open subgroups G1 ⊆ G2 ⊆ · · · such that each Gn has an open centre. Hence,
if G is σ-compact, then G is elementary with rk(G) ≤ 2. Moreover, G is not
compactly generated.

Proof. Since AdG(g) = idL(G), each g ∈ G centralizes an open subgroup of G (cf.
Proposition 8 in [3, Chapter III, §4, no. 4]). Let V1 ⊇ V2 ⊇ · · · be compact open
subgroups which form a base of identity neighbourhoods in G. Let CG(Vn) be the
centralizer of Vn in G. Then CG(V1) ⊆ CG(V2) ⊆ · · · and

(3.1) G =
⋃

n∈N

CG(Vn)

by the preceding. By Baire’s category theorem, CG(VN ) is open in G for some N .
After passage to a subsequence, we may therefore assume that CG(Vn) is open
in G for each n ∈ N. Note that Wn := Vn ∩ CG(Vn) is a compact open subgroup
of CG(Vn) which is contained in the centre Z(CG(Vn)). Hence CG(Vn) has open
centre. If G is σ-compact, then CG(Vn) is elementary with construction rank ≤ 1,
since the compact open subgroup Wn is central (and hence normal) in CG(Vn).
Hence rk(G) ≤ 2, by (3.1).
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If G was generated by a compact subset K, then we would have K ⊆ CG(Vn)
for some n ∈ N and thus G = CG(Vn), contradicting the fact that an extraordinary
group G cannot have an open centre. �

Several lemmas and observations will help us to prove Propositions 3.2–3.4.

Lemma 3.6. If a topological group G is nearly simple, then also each closed sub-
normal subgroup S ⊆ G is nearly simple.

Proof. If T is a closed subnormal subgroup of S, then T also is a closed subnormal
subgroup of G and thus open in G (hence also open in S) or discrete. �
Lemma 3.7. If V is an open subgroup of a topological group G and V is nearly
simple, then also G is nearly simple.

Proof. If S ⊆ G is a closed subnormal subgroup of G, then S ∩ V is a closed
subnormal subgroup of V . Since V is nearly simple, S ∩V is open in V or discrete.
If S∩V is open in V , then S is open in G. If S∩V is discrete, then S is discrete. �
Lemma 3.8. Let G be a topological group and D ⊆ G be a discrete normal subgroup.
If G is nearly simple, then also G/D is nearly simple.

Proof. Let q : G → G/D be the canonical quotient map. If S is a closed subnormal
subgroup of G/D, then q−1(S) is a closed subnormal subgroup of G and hence
open (in which case also S = q(q−1(S)) is open) or discrete, in which case also
S ∼= q−1(S)/D is discrete. �
Lemma 3.9. Let G be a topological group and S ⊆ G be a closed subnormal
subgroup. Then there exists a series G = G0 �G1 � · · ·�Gk = S such that Gj is
closed in G for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Proof. If S ⊆ G is a closed subnormal subgroup, we find a series G = G0 � G1 �
· · · � Gk = S. After replacing each Gj with its closure, we may assume without
loss of generality that all of G0, . . . , Gk are closed. �
Lemma 3.10. If a p-adic Lie group G has dimension dim(G) ≤ 1 or its Lie algebra
g := L(G) is simple, then G is nearly simple.

Proof. If dim(G) = 0, then G (and hence every subgroup of G) is discrete.
If dim(G) = 1, then every closed subgroup of G has dimension 1 (in which case

it is open) or dimension 0 (in which case it is discrete).
If the Lie algebra g is simple and N ⊆ G a non-discrete closed normal subgroup,

then L(N) is a non-zero ideal in g and thus L(N) = g, entailing that N is open
in G. If S ⊆ G is a non-discrete closed subnormal subgroup, we find a series
G = G0 � G1 � · · · � Gk = S with closed subgroups G0, . . . , Gk, by Lemma 3.9.
By the preceding, G1 is open in G and thus L(G1) = g is simple. Repeating the
argument, we see that Gj is open in Gj−1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Notably, S = Gk

is open in G. Thus G is nearly simple. �
Proof of Proposition 3.2. If G is nearly simple (e.g., if dim(G) ≤ 1), we can take
G0 := G and G1 := {1}.

Induction step. Assume that dim(G) ≥ 2 and G is not nearly simple. Then
there exists a closed subnormal subgroup S of G which is neither open in G nor
discrete. Thus 0 < dim(S) < dim(G). Since S is subnormal, we find a series
G = G0 � G1 � · · · � Gk = S of closed subgroups (see Lemma 3.9). We may
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assume that S has been chosen such that dim(S) is maximal. Hence G1, . . . , Gk−1

are open in G and thus Gj−1/Gj is discrete (and hence nearly simple) for all j ∈
{1, . . . , k − 1}. Also Q := Gk−1/Gk is nearly simple. To see this, let q : Gk−1 → Q
be the quotient map. If the assertion were false, we could find a closed subnormal
subgroup T ⊆ Q such that 0 < dim(T ) < dim(Q). Thus R := q−1(T ) would be a
closed subnormal subgroup of G with dim(Gk) < dim(R) < dim(G), contradicting
the maximality of dim(S). Since dim(Gk) < dim(G), by induction we have a series
Gk �Gk+1 � · · ·�Gn = {1} of closed subgroups with nearly simple quotients. �

Proof of Proposition 3.3. If G is discrete, we have (a). Now assume dim(G) ≥ 1.

Case 1: G has an open subnormal subgroup S with discrete commutator group S′.
Then Q := S/S′ is an abelian Lie group with L(Q) = g. By Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8,
Q is nearly simple. Let a ⊆ g be a 1-dimensional vector subspace and γ : Zp → Q
be a continuous homomorphism with 0 
= γ′(0) ∈ a. Then A := γ(Zp) is a compact
Lie subgroup of Q with L(A) = a, and γ : Zp → A is an isomorphism. Since A
is normal and non-discrete, A is open in Q and so g = a is 1-dimensional. Let
q : S → Q be the quotient map. Then W := q−1(A) is open and subnormal in G
and W/S′ ∼= Zp; i.e., (b) holds.

Case 2: Each open subnormal subgroup of G has non-discrete commutator group.
We then consider AdG : G → Aut(g) and note that kerAdG is a closed normal
subgroup of G. Hence either kerAdG is open or kerAdG is discrete. If S :=
kerAdG is open, then AdS(g) = AdG(g) = idg for all g ∈ S, and thus S is a
nearly simple, extraordinary, open normal subgroup of G (whence we have (c)).
Now assume that kerAdG is discrete. Then Q := G/ kerAdG is nearly simple by
Lemma 3.8. Moreover, Rad(Q) is discrete. To see this, suppose that the closed
normal subgroup Rad(Q) of Q was non-discrete (and hence open). Then Q has a
soluble, open, normal subgroup N (Lemma 2.3). Choose k ∈ N0 maximal such that

N (k) is non-discrete. Let q : G → Q be the quotient map. Then H := q−1(N (k)) is a
non-discrete, closed normal subgroup of G (and thus open) such that H ′ is discrete
(which contradicts the hypothesis of Case 2). Thus indeed Rad(Q) is discrete.
Since L(Q) = g and AdQ ◦q = AdG, where q is surjective and the kernel is kerAdG
only, we deduce that AdQ is injective. In particular, Q is a linear p-adic Lie group.
Let r := rad(g) be the radical of g = L(Q). Since Q is a linear p-adic Lie group,
the discreteness of Rad(Q) implies r = {0} (see Lemma 2.4). Thus g is semisimple.
If M ⊆ Q is a non-trivial closed subnormal subgroup, then Lemma 3.9 provides a
series

Q = Q0 �Q1 � · · ·�Qk = M

of closed subgroups of Q. Then Qj is open in Q or discrete, for each j ∈ {0, . . . , k}.
We show by induction on j that Qj is open in Q. Since Q0 = Q, this is trivial
if j = 0. If j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and Qj−1 is open in Q, let us show that Qj is open
in Q. If not, then Qj was discrete and thus P := Qj−1/Qj would be a group with
Lie algebra g. Let p : Qj−1 → P be the quotient map. Then AdP ◦ p = AdQj−1

where AdQj−1
= AdQ |Qj−1

is injective. As a consequence, p must be injective and
thus Qj = {1}, contrary to Qj ⊇ M 
= {1}. Hence Qj is open in Q and thus
also M = Qk is open, by induction.

It only remains to show that g is simple. Write g = s1⊕· · ·⊕sm with simple ideals
s1, . . . , sm. Let W ⊆ Aut(g) be the group of all φ ∈ Aut(g) such that φ(sj) = sj
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for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Then W is a normal subgroup of finite index in Aut(g)
(complemented by a finite group of permutations), as follows from Corollary 1 to

Proposition 2 in [3, Chapter II, §6, no. 2]. As a consequence, V := Ad−1
Q (W ) is an

open normal subgroup in Q. We identify W with Aut(s1)× · · · × Aut(sm) and let
πj : W → Aut(sj) be the canonical projection. Let exp be an exponential function
for V (see [3, Chapter III, §7, no. 2]). Let k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. If we had m ≥ 2, we
could pick j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} \ {k}. Then

AdV (exp(x))(y) = ead(x)(y) ∈ y + [sj , sk] = {y}
for all x in a 0-neighbourhood in sj and all y ∈ sk, showing that

(πk ◦AdV )(exp(x)) = idsk

for all x in an identity neighbourhood in sj . Thus ker(πk ◦ AdV ) would be a non-
discrete closed normal subgroup of V and hence open in V (as V is nearly simple
by Lemma 3.6). But then

⋂m
k=1 ker(πk ◦AdV ) = kerAdV is open, a contradiction.

Hence m = 1 and g = s1 is simple. We have all of (d). �

Proof of Proposition 3.4. By Lemma 3.10, G is nearly simple. As the mapping
AdG : G → Aut(g) is an injective continuous homomorphism and L(Aut(g)) ∼= g

(compare the theorem in [8, §5.3]), we see that AdG is étale (i.e., a local diffeomor-
phism). Being also injective, AdG is an isomorphism of Lie groups onto an open
(and hence closed) subgroup of Aut(g). Let G† be the Tits core of G, i.e., the
subgroup generated by the contraction groups

Ug := {x ∈ G : gnxg−n → 1 as n → +∞}

for g ∈ G (which are closed since G is a p-adic Lie group [11]), as in [4]. Then G† is

topologically characteristic in G and hence so is its closure M := G†. In particular,
M is normal in G. Thus M is open in G or M = {1} (see Proposition 3.3 (d)).

Case 1: M = {1}. Then G† = {1}, whence Ug = {1} for each g ∈ G and thus
sG(g) = 1; i.e., the scale function sG : G → N (as defined in [14]) is identically 1 (cf.
[2, Proposition 3.21 (3)]). Then each eigenvalue of AdG(g) in an algebraic closure
of Qp has absolute value 1 (see [6, Corollary 3.6]). This entails that AdG(g) is an
isometry for some choice of ultrametric norm on g (see Lemma 3.3 in [6] and its
proof). As a consequence, the subgroup generated by AdG(g) is relatively compact.
Since AdG(G) is closed, we deduce with Lemma 2.2 that AdG(G) is compact. We
have (a).

Case 2. Assume that M is open in G. Then M 
= {1}. Since each non-trivial
contraction group Ug is non-compact, also M is non-compact. Note that L(M) = g

is simple and AdM = AdG |M is injective (i.e., also M satisfies the hypotheses
of Proposition 3.4). Since M is non-compact, it does not satisfy the conclusion of

part (a) of the proposition. Hence M† has to be open in M (applying the preceding
arguments to M in place of G) and hence open in G, where M† is the subgroup
of M generated by M ∩ Ux = Ux with x ∈ M . As an auxiliary result, let us show
that

M = M†.

Since M† is topologically characteristic in M , it is normal in G. For each g ∈ G and

x ∈ Ug, we have g
nxg−n ∈ M† for some n ∈ N0 (asM† is an identity neighbourhood
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in G) and thus x ∈ g−nM†gn = M†. Thus Ug ⊆ M†, entailing that M = G† ⊆ M†.

Thus M = M† indeed.

We now show that M is topologically simple. If N ⊆ M is a non-trivial closed
normal subgroup, then N is subnormal in G. Hence N is open in G. If g ∈ M and
x ∈ Ug, then gnxg−n ∈ N for some n ∈ N0. Thus x ∈ g−nNgn = N (using that N

is normal in M). Hence Ug ⊆ N , whence M† ⊆ N and M = M† ⊆ N . Therefore
N = M and topological simplicity is established. Finally, by [5, Proposition 6.5],
there exists a group R := S(Qp) of Qp-rational points of a simple isotropic Qp-
algebraic group S such that M ∼= (R†)n/Z for some n ∈ N and closed central
subgroup Z ⊆ (R†)n. Since R† is compactly generated [9, Chapter I, Corollary
2.3.5], also M is compactly generated.

To complete the proof, recall that an elementary group that is topologically
simple and compactly generated must be discrete [12, Proposition 6.5]. If M is as
in (b) and G is elementary, then also the closed subgroup M is elementary (see
2.7). As M is non-discrete, this contradicts the cited proposition. �

4. Proofs for Theorems 1.5 and 1.6

Proof of Theorem 1.5. We may assume that G is non-discrete. By Proposition 3.2,
G admits a series G = H0 � H1 � · · · � Hm = {1} of closed subgroups such
that Hj−1/Hj is nearly simple for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. The proof is by induction
on m ∈ N. If m = 1, then G is nearly simple. Thus L(G) is abelian or simple, by
Proposition 3.3. Case 1: If L(G) is abelian, then Proposition 3.3 (b) or (c) yields a
series of the desired form. Case 2: If L(G) is simple, set Q := G/ kerAdG. Then
Propositions 3.3 (d) and 3.4 show that kerAdG is discrete and either

(i) Q is isomorphic to a compact open subgroup in Aut(g) (in which case G �
kerAdG �{1} is as desired) or

(ii) Q has an open, topologically characteristic subgroup M as in Proposi-
tion 3.4 (b), in which case we let q : G → Q be the canonical quotient map and
take G� q−1(M)� kerAdG �{1}.

By Proposition 3.4, (ii) cannot occur if G is elementary, as Q is elementary by 2.7.

Induction step. If m > 1, we have a series G/H1 = P0 � P1 � · · · � Pk = {1} of
the desired form (by the case m = 1). We let q : G → G/H1 be the quotient map
and define Gj := q−1(Pj) for j ∈ {0, . . . , k}. Also, by the case m − 1 we have a
series H1 = Gk �Gk+1� · · ·�Gn = {1} of the desired form, for some n > k. Then
G = G0 �G1 � · · ·�Gn = {1} is as desired. �

Lemma 4.1. Let G be an elementary group and G = G0 � G1 � · · · � Gn = {1}
be a series of closed subgroups, with n ∈ N. Then Gj and Qj := Gj−1/Gj are
elementary for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If rk(Qj) is finite for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then also
rk(G) is finite and rk(G) ≤ n− 1 +

∑n
j=1 rk(Qj).

Proof. Gj and Qj are elementary by 2.7. If n = 1, then G ∼= Q1 and thus rk(G) =
rk(Q1) = n−1+rk(Q1). If n > 1, then rk(G1) ≤ n−2 +

∑n
j=2 rk(Qj) by induction,

and thus rk(G) ≤ rk(G1) + rk(Q1) + 1 ≤ n− 1 +
∑n

j=1 rk(Qj), using (1.1). �

Proof of Theorem 1.6. Choose a series G = G0 � G1 � · · · � Gn = {1} as in The-
orem 1.5, and set Qj := Gj−1/Gj for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then rk(Qj) = 0 if Qj is
discrete or compact (which holds in the cases (a), (b) and (d) of Theorem 1.5).
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Otherwise (in case (c) of Theorem 1.5), Qj is extraordinary and thus (since Qj

is elementary), rk(Qj) ≤ 2 by Proposition 3.5. Let e be the number of indices j
such that Gj is extraordinary. Combining the preceding estimates for rk(Qj) with
Lemma 4.1, we get rk(G) ≤ n− 1 + 2e. �

Remark 4.2. The author does not know whether extraordinary p-adic Lie groups
exist. For which dimensions do they exist? For which dimensions can we have
extraordinary p-adic Lie groups which are σ-compact and hence elementary?

Remark 4.3. If a p-adic Lie group G is extraordinary, then the radical Rad(S) is
discrete for each open subnormal subgroup S of G. In fact, if Rad(S) was non-
discrete (and thus open), we could choose a soluble, open, normal subgroup N of S
(by Lemma 2.3). Choose k ∈ N0 maximal such that N (k) is non-discrete. Then

H := N (k) would be an open subnormal subgroup of G such that H ′ = N (k+1) is
discrete, contradicting the fact that G is assumed to be extraordinary.

Remark 4.4. A linear p-adic Lie group G cannot be extraordinary because
L(Rad(G)) would be the radical of L(G) in this case (by Lemma 2.4) and thus
L(Rad(G)) = L(G) (as L(G) is abelian). Since Rad(G) is discrete (see Remark 4.3),
L(G) = {0} would follow, and thus G would be discrete (contradicting the hypoth-
esis that G is extraordinary).

Remark 4.5. If G is a soluble p-adic Lie group with derived length �, then rk(G) ≤
2�− 1. To see this, consider the derived series G = G(0) �G(1) � · · ·�G(�) = {1}.
We pick a compact open subgroup Uj of the p-adic Lie group Qj := G(j−1)/G(j).
Since Qj is abelian, Uj is normal in Qj and thus rk(Qj) ≤ 1. Hence rk(G) ≤
�− 1 +

∑�
j=1 rk(Qj) ≤ 2�− 1, by Lemma 4.1.

5. Proof of Theorem 1.11

Proof of Theorem 1.11. If θ ∈ Aut(G) and g ∈ G, then

θ(g)hθ(g)−1 = θ(gθ−1(h)g−1)

for all h ∈ G, whence Iθ(g) = θ ◦ Ig ◦ θ−1 and thus

(5.1) Adθ(g) = L(θ) ◦Adg ◦L(θ)−1.

Hence θ(K) ⊆ K, whence K is topologically characteristic in G. Since r is charac-
teristic in g, we have L(θ)(r) = r, and so L(θ) induces an automorphism

(5.2) θ ∈ Aut(s),

determined by θ(x+ r) := L(θ)(x) + r for x ∈ g. We have R = ker(φ) for φ : G →
Aut(g/r), φ(g)(y+ r) := Adg(y)+ r for g ∈ G, y ∈ g. As a consequence of (5.1), we
have

(5.3) φ(θ(g)) = θ ◦ φ(g) ◦ θ−1
.

Hence θ(R) ⊆ R, whence R is topologically characteristic in G.
(a) Since k := L(K) = L(kerAdG) = kerL(AdG) = ker ad = z(g) is the centre

of g, we see that k is abelian. Thus K has an open abelian subgroup A. Let
V1 ⊇ V2 ⊇ · · · be a descending sequence of compact open subgroups of K which
form a basis of identity neighbourhoods. If g ∈ K, then L(Ig) = Adg = idg implies
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that Ig|Vn
= idVn

for some n, whence g is in the centralizer CK(Vn) of Vn in K.
Thus K is an ascending union

(5.4) K =
⋃

n∈N

CK(Vn).

Now assume that K is σ-compact. As Vn ∩CK(Vn) is a compact open normal sub-
group of CK(Vn), the latter has construction rank ≤ 1, and thus K has construction
rank rk(K) ≤ 2, by (5.4).

(b) The map L(φ) : g → der(g/r) is given by

L(φ)(x)(y + r) = [x, y] + r for all x, y ∈ g.

Hence

(5.5) L(R) = kerL(φ) = {x ∈ g : (∀y ∈ g) [x, y] ∈ r}.

It is clear from (5.5) that r ⊆ L(R). Since L(R)/r is abelian by (5.5) and r is soluble,
also L(R) is soluble. Since L(R) is an ideal, L(R) ⊆ r follows and thus L(R) = r.
HenceR has an open soluble subgroup. Let exp: W → G be an exponential function
for G (where W is an open Zp-submodule of g) and ex := exp(x) for x ∈ W . If
N ⊆ G is a closed normal subgroup with L(N) = r, let g ∈ N and x ∈ W . Then

f : Zp → N, t 	→ (e−txgetx)g−1

is an analytic map with f ′(0) ∈ L(N) = r. Hence

Adg(x) = L(Ig)(x) =
d

dt

∣∣∣
t=0

(getxg−1) =
d

dt

∣∣∣
t=0

(etxf(t)) = x+ f ′(0) ∈ x+ r,

whence g ∈ R and thus N ⊆ R.
Let q : G → G/K, g 	→ gK be the canonical quotient map. Since k is soluble, we

have rad(g/k) = r/k. As the continuous homomorphism

G/K → Aut(g), gK 	→ Adg

is injective, G/K is a linear Lie group. Hence Rad(G/K) is a characteristic,
soluble closed subgroup of G/K with L(Rad(G/K)) = rad(g/k) = r/k. Now
R0 := q−1(Rad(G/K)) is a closed normal subgroup ofG with L(R0) = r, whence R0

is an open subgroup of R. Moreover, R0/K ∼= Rad(G/K) is soluble. Since
ker(q) = K is topologically characteristic in G and Rad(G/K) is topologically
characteristic in G/K, it follows that R0 = q−1(Rad(G/K)) is topologically char-
acteristic in G.

Let � be the derived length of R0/K. If R is σ-compact, then rk(R0/K) ≤ 2�−1
by Remark 4.5. Since rk(K) ≤ 2 by (a), we deduce with (1.1) that rk(R0) ≤ 2�+2
and rk(R) ≤ 2�+ 3.

(c) The Levi decomposition for g entails that s := g/r is a semi-simple Lie
algebra. If J1, . . . , Jm are the isotypic components of s, then

Aut(s) ∼= Aut(J1)× · · · ×Aut(Jm).

For i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we have Ji ∼= e
mi
i with mi ∈ N and a simple Lie algebra ei.

Hence Aut(Ji) is a wreath product

Aut(Ji) = Aut(ei)
mi � Smi
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with Smi
the symmetric group of all permutations of {1, . . . ,mi} (as is well known).

We write Aut(s)δ for the normal subgroup of Aut(s) corresponding to

m∏

i=1

Aut(ei)
mi .

Since Aut(s)δ is closed in Aut(s) ⊆ GL(s) and has finite index, we see that Aut(s)δ
is open in Aut(s).

Now consider the continuous, injective homomorphism

ψ : G/R → Aut(s), gR 	→ φ(g)

induced by φ; identifying L(G/R) with s = g/r, we have ψ = AdG/R. Then also
the linear map

L(ψ) : L(G/R) → L(Aut(s))

is injective. Since both L(G/R) and L(Aut(s)) ∼= der(s) are isomorphic to s, we see
that L(ψ) is an isomorphism. As ψ is both injective and étale, ψ is an isomorphism
of topological groups onto an open subgroup of Aut(s). Notably, G/R is σ-compact.

With identifications as above, for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and j ∈ {1, . . . ,mi} let Hi,j be
the preimage under ψ of the jth copy of Aut(ei) in

Aut(s)δ =
m∏

k=1

Aut(ek)
mk .

Then each Hi,j is a closed normal subgroup in G/R, whence the subgroup H
generated by the Hi,j is a normal subgroup of G/R. Since ψ is injective, we see
that

(5.6) H =

m∏

i=1

mi∏

j=1

Hi,j

as an internal direct product in the sense of abstract groups (without topology).
Now G/R has a compact open subgroup U which is an internal direct product

U =

m∏

i=1

mi∏

j=1

Ui,j

of compact subgroups Ui,j whose Lie algebra L(Ui,j) ⊆ L(G/R) ∼= s corresponds to
the jth copy of ei under our identification of s with

⊕m
i=1 e

mi
i . Let g ∈ Ui,j . Since

Ui,j centralizes Ui′,j′ , we see that ψ(g) = AdG/R(g) is the identity on L(Ui′,j′) for
all (i′, j′) 
= (i, j), and thus g ∈ Hi,j . Hence Ui,j ⊆ Hi,j for all i and j. As a
consequence, U ⊆ H and so H is open in G/R.

Since each Hi,j (being closed in G/R) is σ-compact, the open mapping theorem
shows that (5.6) is an internal direct product also in the sense of topological groups.

Let i, j be as before. By Proposition 3.4 and its proof, Hi,j is either compact (in
which case we define Si,j := Hi,j) or Hi,j is non-compact, in which case

Si,j := H†
i,j

is an open, topologically characteristic subgroup which is topologically simple and
compactly generated (and thus of adjoint simple type, as recalled in Remark 1.10).
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Let S be the subgroup of G/R generated by all Si,j . Using (5.6), we see that

(5.7) S =

m∏

i=1

mi∏

j=1

Si,j

as an internal direct product of topological groups.
For every automorphism θ of G/R and g ∈ G/R, we have

(5.8) ψ(θ(g)) = ψ(AdG/K(g)) = L(θ) ◦ ψ(g) ◦ L(θ)−1

(cf. (5.1)). If i, j as before are given, then L(θ) takes the jth copy of ei to the kth
copy for some k ∈ {1, . . . ,mi}, and we deduce with (5.8) that

θ(Hi,j) = Hi,k.

Since θ restricts to an isomorphism between the topological groups Hi,j and Hi,k,
we deduce that θ(Si,j) = Si,k. Hence θ(S) ⊆ S, entailing that S is topologically
characteristic.

If Hi,j is not compact, we consider κg : Si,j → Si,j , h 	→ ghg−1 for g ∈ Hi,j and
obtain a homomorphism

κ : Hi,j → Aut(Si,j), g 	→ κg

which is injective; this follows from the observation that the homomorphism

Hi,j → Aut(L(Si,j)), g 	→ L(κg) = ψ(g)|L(Si,j)

is injective by injectivity of ψ and the definition of Hi,j . Hence

(5.9) Hi,j/Si,j
∼= κ(Hi,j)/ Inn(Si,j) ≤ Aut(Si,j)/ Inn(Si,j).

As the quotient group on the very right in (5.9) is finite by [12, Theorem 4.15], we
see that Si,j has finite index in Hi,j . Hence S has finite index in H (and hence
in G), by (5.6) and (5.7).

To complete the proof of (c), let O ⊆ G be the open subgroup with R ⊆ O and
O/R = S, and replace the double indices (i, j) with a single index.

(d) If G is elementary, then it cannot have subfactors of adjoint simple type (see
[12, Proposition 6.5]). Thus Si,j = Hi,j is compact for all i and j in the proof of (c),
whence S = O/R is compact. Recalling that O has finite index in G, also G/R will
be compact.

If, conversely, G/R is compact, then G is an extension of the elementary group R
with rk(R) ≤ 2�+ 3 (see (b)) by the metrizable pro-finite group G/R. Hence G is
elementary with rk(G) ≤ 2�+ 4, by (1.1). �

We mention that O is topologically characteristic in G as O/R = S is topologi-
cally characteristic in G/R and R is topologically characteristic in G.
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